
 

Week 1 

Topic: Peace 

Content: 

1. Meaning of peace 

2. types 

3. Importance 

Definition of peace 

Peace is the state of being calm and quite. It is a state or quality of living in friendship with 

somebody without argument. It is a state in which one is not involved in causing argument or 

violence. It is freedom from war. 

Peace is also the ability to unite with other people’s behaviour or better still to tolerate one 

another’s attitude without complaining. 

Further Meaning of Peace 

Peace is a certain quality of existence which has been sought after, yet seldom found in a 

long enduring form, since time immemorial. In a behavioral sense, peace is generally 

understood to be a lack of conflict and freedom from fear of violence between heterogeneous 

social groups. Throughout history benevolent leaders have often exhibited a certain type of 

behavioral or political restraint, which in turn has often resulted in the establishment 

of regional peace or economic growth through various forms of agreements or peace treaties. 

Such behavioral restraint has often resulted in the de-escalation of conflicts, or in 

multilateral or bilateral peace talks. The avoidance of war or violent hostility is often the 

result of compromise, and is often initiated with thoughtful active listening and 

communication, which may tend to enable a greater genuine mutual understanding. 

Peace is perhaps less well defined but at least of an equal value to, or of a greater value 

than, “behavioral peace.” Peaceful behavior has often been found to have been the result of 

a certain type of a “peaceful inner disposition” on the part of some. Some have expressed the 

belief that peace is a certain quality of inner tranquility which does not depend upon the 

uncertainties of daily life for its existence. The acquisition of such a “peaceful internal 

disposition” would seem to possibly be a valuable asset, capable of assisting in the resolution 

of otherwise seemingly irreconcilable competing interests. 

Such individuals are sometimes known to de-escalate conflicts or to improve emotions 

through compliments or generosity. Small gestures of generosity that are reciprocated may be 

followed with even more gestures. Benevolent generosity can eventually become a pattern 



that may become a lasting basis for improved relations. Peace talks often start without 

preconditions and preconceived notions because they are more than just negotiating 

opportunities. They place attention on peace itself, over and above what may have been 

previously perceived as the competing needs or interests of separate individuals or parties, in 

a way which can sometimes derive unexpected, yet beneficial results. Peace talks are 

sometimes also uniquely important learning opportunities for the individuals or parties 

involved. 

“Peace” can sound merely sentimental or clichéd (“visualize whirled peas”). But deep down, 

it’s what most of us long for. Consider the proverb: The highest happiness is peace. 

Not a peace inside that ignores pain in oneself or others, or is acquired by shutting down. This 

is a durable peace, a peace you can come home to even if it’s been covered over by fear, 

frustration, or heartache. 

When you’re at peace – when you are engaged with life while also feeling relatively relaxed, 

calm, and safe – you are protected from stress, your immune system grows stronger, and you 

become more resilient. Your outlook brightens and you see more opportunities. In 

relationships, feeling at peace prevents overreactions, increases the odds of being treated 

well by others, and supports you in being clear and direct when you need to be. 

Types of peace 

There are four kinds of peace, and the first two kinds are pretty straightforward, while the 

third and fourth take a person into the deep end of the pool. It’s helped people to notice, 

appreciate, and (hopefully) practice each of these. It’s OK to focus on just one for a while; 

any peace is better than none! 

In particular, enjoy your peacefulness, wherever you find it. In our culture of pressure, 

invasive demands for attention, and jostling busyness, inner peace must be protected. When 

you experience it, enjoy it, which will help it sink into you, weaving its way into your brain so 

it increasingly becomes the habit of your mind. 

The Peace of Ease 

This is the peace of relaxation and relief, and it comes in many forms. You look out a window 

and feel calmer, talk through a problem with a friend, or finally make it to the bathroom. You 

exhale slowly, activating the soothing parasympathetic wing of your nervous system. You 

finish a batch of emails or dishes. You were worried about something but finally get good 

news. 

Whew. At rest. It’s easy to underestimate this sort of peace but it really counts. Take it in 

when you feel it. 



The Peace of Tranquility 

This is deep quiet in mind and body. Perhaps you’ve felt this on first waking, before the mind 

kicks into gear. Or while sitting next to a mountain pond, something of its stillness seeps into 

your heart. At the end of a workout, meditation, or yoga, you might have felt serene. 

When mind and body are this settled, there is no sense of deficit or disturbance, and no 

struggling with anything, or grasping after it, or clinging to others. There’s an inner freedom, 

a non-reactivity,that is wonderful. 

The Peace of Awareness 

This is a subtler kind of peace. Perhaps you’ve had the experience of being upset and your 

mind is racing . . . and at the same time there is a place inside that is simply witnessing, 

untroubled by what it sees. Or you may have the sense of awareness as an open space in 

which sights and sounds, thoughts and feelings, arise and disappear; the space itself is never 

ruffled or harmed by what passes through it. 

I’m not speaking of anything mystical here, only what you can see directly in your own mind. 

As either a bare witness or the space through which the stream of consciousness flows, 

awareness itself is always at peace. 

The Peace of What’s Unchanging 

First, while most things continually change, some don’t; for example, the fact that things 

change doesn’t itself change. Two plus two will always equal four. The good thing you did this 

morning or last year will always have happened. Things that don’t change are reliable, which 

feels peaceful. 

Second, while individual waves come and go, the ocean is always ocean. While the contents 

of the universe are changing, the universe as universe is not. You can get an intuition of this 

by recognizing that you are a local wave in a vast sea of human culture, nature, and the 

physical universe; yes, you are changing, but within an unchanging allness. The sense of this, 

even if fleeting, can really put you at peace. 

Third, you could have a sense of something transcendental, something eternal, call it God, 

Spirit, the Unconditioned, or by no name at all. Beyond words, this offers “the peace that 

passeth understanding,” and I include it here because it is meaningful to many people. 

Importance of Peace 

Peace is truly a lovely word. It indicates harmony and a lack of hostility, conflict or 

underlying tension. How much we wish for and pray for peace in our world – which we cannot 

control. But where we can largely control peace is in our own relationships. Paul tells us as 

believers, “If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone (Romans 



12:18).” We all acknowledge that this is not always easy but it can become an intentional way 

of life if we choose to make it so. 

If you had one gift to give to yourself, what would it be? More money, better relationships or 

simply more inner harmony? 

A peaceful life is yours when you remove ego and desires completely and visualize yourself as 

a peaceful being. If we look at our life as a series of experiences, we will appreciate the 

importance of our thoughts and emotions as we go from one day to another. 

Each day is filled with numerous experiences, some new and some repetitive. If we take some 

minutes out every day to connect with ourselves and just be still, we will be able to gain 

perspective and feel comfortable—irrespective of the goings-on around us. 

The Virtuous Cycle of Peace 

When you are peaceful, you are able to think clearly and control negative emotions a lot 

better than you can in a disturbed state of mind. This way, one can also make wise decisions 

related to the different aspects of life: relationships, finances (besides others), thanks to a 

stable and peaceful mind. 

In fact, all aspects of a person’s life benefit from spending some peaceful and quiet time 

alone. When one is contained, still and peaceful, one can give one’s best to everything one 

undertakes since the mind develops the power to focus with dedication. 

Summarily, Peace is important for the following reason 

• Peace creates good environment for people to be creative  and productive , it enhances 

development. 

• It enables population to grow 

• It promotes unity and understanding 

• It helps to promote harmony and progress 

• It helps to promote tolerance and happiness 

• Peace ensures growth, meaningful living and advancement in any society 

• Peace inculcates the spirit of hard work 

• Peace frees the individual from anxiety and insecurity,  thereby creating happiness. 

Topic: Peace (contd.) 

Content: 

• Peaceful life – How to gain peace 

• Practices that contribute to peaceful living 



  

Peaceful Life – How to Gain Peace 

If you wish to experience Peace, think about it for some time and visualize yourself as a 

peaceful being. No matter how disturbed or distracted you may be, you will automatically be 

able to create some peaceful thoughts.  

Just like we recharge our mobile phones and other gadgets after using them, our minds also 

need to be recharged to function optimally. The more frequently and regularly we do so, the 

better will be the quality of life we enjoy. 

Only after one starts to commit some time to oneself dedicated to finding and restoring inner 

peace, can one move on to a regular routine of practicing meditation, which can open up a 

storehouse of positive energy for a person. 

Everyone seems to be running in circles all around us these days. It is our choice, if we want 

to follow the herd and live meaninglessly or step aside, make a wiser choice and live a 

peaceful life. Recharge your inner batteries and see your entire life becoming beautiful, one 

day at a time. 

  

 

What practices contribute to living at peace with one another? 

Don’t get pulled into the dysfunctional relationships of others who thrive on conflict. Some 

people have to have an enemy in their life to fight. They actually create dragons they can go 

slay and create alliances with others against those dragons. The best thing we can do is stay 

out, keep our own council and not get involved. This is often true in family dynamics where 

the “family system” thrives on conflict between family members. Stay out of it and when 

necessary limit your exposure to those family members. The same family dynamics are often 

found in churches and again, it is wise to keep a distance from those who thrive on division. 

Beware of critical people. Critical people create conflict. In fact their constant criticism of 

other people is a sign that they enjoy conflict in their relationships (otherwise why be 

critical?). Gracious people overlook what can be overlooked for the sake of peace. Critical 

people are people in search of conflict. 

Know what hills are worth dying on. Some but not many! If an issue is going to lead to 

personal conflict think carefully about whether it is worth raising. 



Keep your distance from people who cannot separate differences of opinion from 

relationships.Healthy people are self defined. They are able to hold their own opinions and 

respect those who hold different opinions. Unhealthy people need others to agree with them 

and if they don’t often assume that they “are not for them.” This is pathology and you are 

unlikely to change it. Keep your distance! 

When we choose to disagree, do it in an agreeable way. Conflict can be avoided by simply 

choosing to be agreeable even when disagreeing. Keep issues from becoming personal by 

speaking to the issue and avoiding personal attacks. Healthy individuals de-escalate conflict 

(a soft word turns away wrath) rather than escalating conflict. Healthy individuals 

seek reconciliation rather than division. 

Don’t hold on to issues. Forgive, keep short accounts and never judge motives. When we let 

go we have a much greater chance at living at peace. Sometimes, choosing to live at peace is 

to realize that knotty issues will not be sorted out this side of heaven and we simply choose 

to forgive and move on so we are not held in bondage to the unresolved issue. We give up our 

right to “be right” for the sake of a peaceful relationship. 

There are times when we cannot easily live at peace with others which is why Paul says “as 

far as it depends on you.” We cannot control the attitudes and actions of others but we can 

control our own. It takes wisdom, patience, and a heart of peace to be a person of peace. 

	


